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About This Game

MORGENSHTERN: easygame is a dynamic fighting game in which you have to fight with different opponents using martial
arts techniques. You are waited by ten interesting fights with absolutely unpredictable opponents.

Corrupt bloggers, rappers and other personalities will meet you during the game. Each subsequent fight is more difficult than
the previous one. The number and strength of the enemy will increase, but at the same time you'll receive new abilities that can

help win a victory.
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Use different combat tactics, defend yourself or move away from strikes and attack, successfully choosing moments. Your
opponents will constantly try to stand in your way or kill you! But this isn't a reason to stop, because strong-willed people (such

as Morgenshtern) don't give up!

Features:
-Good music from MORGENSHTERN

-Full and realistic graphics
-Unique gameplay, worked out fighting animations.

-Various opponents
-The style of the main character

-Morgenshtern - the main character !!!
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Title: MORGENSHTERN
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
easygame
Publisher:
easygame
Release Date: 13 Jan, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Win 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 450

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible

Additional Notes: You may need to update the driver for your video card and sound card

English,Russian,French,Italian,German,Portuguese,Ukrainian
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Lovely livery and the sounds are really nice too. You could say it is a decent piece of DLC, but I wouldn't say anything better
about it. There are many flaws which I am going to mension now:

First one which really puts me and others off is the fact companies like DRS and Chiltern Railways also use the 68's, but
DTG haven't bothered to add these liveries into the pack.

 Second of all, the brake physics are AWFUL and i mean AWFUL. I often experience minor lag spikes when driving,
and often the brakes go into emergency (because the brake is very sensitive and if you hold the ' key, which is the brake
key, for too long it will trigger the emergency brakes). Also, I got stopped because of the application of the emergency
brakes, and every time I moved off the brakes would jump back into emergency again. DTG PLEASE FIX THIS FOR
GOODNESS SAKE PLEASE
 For the benefit of others, a DRS reskin is available off BHReskins website. This is also followed by a Chiltern Railways
one but I have had problems with the inner layer of the engine textures so I recommend you go get JustTrains chiltern
mainline which has it (and it should install correctly) . They taken the fremium game route with this game without making
any actual improvements to anything else the community was complaining about. Basically they just want to milk the
fanbase as much as they can before shutting down the servers. You have been warned.. Don't get the game until it works on
windows 7.
or they add third and fourth player co-op.
and a structured campaign of some kind
and customization that works
and a lot of other basic stuff that is commonplace circa 2007.
I understand it's an indie game, but that's no excuse for making a bad game. If we excuse indie games for being bad, we all
need to go buy black ops 4 and say "OH THEY'LL WORK OUT THE BUGS!". I finally finished the game. I enjoyed the
general atmosphere surrionding the characters. The story was short, but sweet. Overall, I'd say it's worth a playthrough.

. This game's story is not explained very well. It also is nearly impossible to get all of the achievements, and the music is
really annoying. At least I got some free cards out of it. :P
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When I hit 'Play' with this soundtrack, onions being cut materialize all around me.. This game is bad on several points :

At first, it crashed everytime you attempt to launch a new game, after finishing a storyline. So to get all the endings you need to
restart the game 9 times, which is pretty annoying.

Then the drawings of characters or backgrounds are not that beautiful, even ugly sometimes.
Finally the story itself is not interesting : 9 endings just consist in choosing different character to see how it goes with him,
without leading to very different dialogs.

. Ok, tower defence. Fun as hell. Things can get really crazy on that game.
I recommend getting the 4-pack because there is no one playing.
It's worth a shot though.. its a good game and keep it up creator. you just need to fix zombie mode and medic class because it
doesnt let me click them. an idea is if you can add skins :). This should be at least a few bucks and labled stress relief .... It's
incredible how it relaxes and opens your mind.. This is a gamers game. Many different decisions can be made to win each game.
The ranking system is a great way to measure your own progression in skill. Lots of untapped scenarios even after playing it for
a long time. Great!. I do not think this game is for everyone, but the price is fair for my likings.
At this date 17\/05\/2019 it has much to improve.

To be clear:
I bought this game because I am a hardcore Resident Evil fan.
I found this game to be an obvious "copy-paste" of the first Resident Evil games, which are my favorites, and I treated this game
almost like a fan-made copy. Do not get me wrong, I like the idea and I am happy to have found this title.

This being said, I think the developers can improve many things to make this game not a parody of itself, but an actually good
tribute game. (If you are going to deny the copy-paste, shame on you, developer).

The animations:
- The character Lydia, finds herself in a terrifying environment, but she runs around like she's jogging a sunny Sunday morning
with her bestie.
- There seems to be no recoil when shooting weapons and the axe has no mass the character has to deal with.
 - The "zombies", upon being hit with any fire gun, they just get moved back, without any animation implemented that shows
the damage being taken, they simply slide back in a very awkward way.
- The way the character Lydia holds the various weapons, including the Knife, the Axe and the Shotgun, is extremely awkward
and looks like an incomplete animation.
- The "poison" those green "gorilla-like" creatures (hunters like for REfans) spit comes out with a very bad looking effect, and
the animation that prompts this is very poor.

The aesthetics.
- The face of the character Lydia, looks like plastic and does not show any type of life, is like a mask.
- The texts used in the introduction of the game, and on the various files you find during gameplay can be improved.
- Some models do not fit the atmosphere, the zombie models are quite sloppy, and the colorful character Lydia stands out in
such a horror setting. Her clothing should blend a little more with the color palet of the environment, making it a little darker
should help with this.

[Good things]
- The atmosphere created with the old style fixed camera is well made; I like how it turned out.
- The retro style of the game itself is not bad at all, most of us entered the gaming scene with the PSX or the PS2 and this game
could be a good way to remember simpler times, where the goal was simple as that: play a game for fun.

Others:
- The menu is very clunky, harder to use than it should be. I used a healing item while trying to combine my ammo with my
handgun, the whole menu could be redone, if you want to keep the Resident Evil theme there are many ways you could keep the
style while improving this.
- Some places bug you into a stuck position of where you cannot come out. I found myself losing a lot of progress in the game
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because of this.
- Another thing that could be added is the status animation. Make it so you can understand the health status of the character by
how it moves, it walks, or it interacts with items.
 - I have found no information, anywhere I have been in the game, that declares how the zombies work, how they respawn or if
they do, if they are unkillable or they just walk around the area. What those green zombie flames mean etc..(Although I have not
finished the game)
- The lack of a map, this can be seen as good as it can be seen bad, I think this is more like a personal taste, but in this type of
game I like to have this possibility.
 - When trying to store an item that you have equipped, the game won\u2019t tell you why, but you can\u2019t store it. After a
while I figured out you can\u2019t store the item if, at the time, is equipped, so go unequip, then store.
- Some puzzles in the game are more an annoyance rather than an obstacle to overcome. The \u201clatrine. Bath sink\u201d for
instance, is all in one room, the door that it opens, the file that reveals the solution, and the tools to decipher said solution, all in
one room.

There are more things I think could be improved, but I wasted enough time on a review that will be ignored cus no one cares
about it.
Have a delightful evening gentlemen.. The game's not as much fun as I thought it would be. It kinda feels more like a "Guy in
VR headset beats up his friends" type of game more than a fair and balanced set of mingiames. I've had a lot of fun with it so
far anyway, though.. 30 minutes in, im enjoying it. definitly worth the money and the humor is on point. love the color pencil
look
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